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To Become the Form of Love
Sant Ajaib Singh Ji
thank my Supreme Masters
Sawan and Kirpal for allowing
me to come back to your country
once again to do your seva. The life
of a disciple is like a puppet. You
know the strings of the puppet are
in the hands of the performer and
the puppet dances according to how
the performer wants it to dance. In
the same way, the disciple only does
those things according to what the
Master wants him to do. In one of
the bhajans you read, "0 Lord,
wherever You send me, I go there. I
give out only Your message. I am a
puppet and my string is in Your
hands."
Sant Mat is a reality. I have often
said that Sant Mat is not a Path of
talking; it is a Path of working and
experiencing. All those who have
gone within have always said that
Sant Mat is a true Path. Up until
now there has been nobody who,
after going in the within, has said
that it is not a true Path.
In order to become successful in
meditation a disciple has to fulfill
certain conditions. He has to give
This Satsang was given May 21,
1989, at Sant Bani Ashram, Ribolla,
Italy.
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up the pride of his position. He has
to bear the criticism and taunts of
the worldly people. Many times he
even has to suffer and bear the taunts
and criticism of his friends, relatives, and family members. Because
criticism works like a guard at the
door of a disciple, that is why Saints
and Mahatmas do not pay any attention to criticism. Praise does not
give the Saints any happiness and
criticism does not make Them sad.
So the Masters neither pay any attention to criticism nor do They get
puffed up by the praise of the people. So without paying attention to
the criticism or the praise, They
choose the path which is in between
criticism and praise.
After seeing the suffering and
the bad condition of the people, and
after seeing that spiritually the people have gone down very low, God
showers grace upon them and that
Ocean of Love comes in its full
force. The Lord Almighty Himself
comes down to live in this world.
On the heads of the people in
this world there are very heavy burdens of worry and pains and difficulties. The people in this world are
weighed down under those burdens
which they are carrying.

We the worldly people indulge
in the pleasures created by the organs of senses. The more we enjoy
the sensual pleasures the more we
suffer, and that great Ocean of Peace
and Happiness, the Naam - we
have turned our backs on it. By
indulging in the sensual worldly
pleasures we people suffer a great
deal. We people are like those who
eat the poison and at the same time
go on repenting it.
Dreaming of happiness our youth
becomes old. We go on collecting
the worldly things which might bring
us comfort and happiness. We wish
for happiness and comfort from all
the things which we have collected,
but in the end we become old doing
this and searching for peace.
Saints and Mahatmas do not only
teach us. They come to awaken us,
the forgetful children, since we are
sleeping the slumber of misunderstanding.
A hymn of Guru Arjan Dev Ji
Maharaj is presented to you. He describes the world exactly in the same
way as He saw it. Whatever conditions of the world He witnessed, He
tells us that without hiding its pain.
Masters do not come into this
world for any particular family, religion, or country. Nor are They
attached to any particular family,
community, or religion. They have
love for everyone; They have love
for every religion and every country. They come into this world for
everyone.
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The writings of the Mahatmas
are not for any one particular time.
The words of the Masters are true
for all time. We can understand and
make our lives by following the
words of the Masters according to
our wisdom and understanding. All
the Mahatmas have sung the praises
of the Naam, which is the cause of
liberation, and They all tell us about
those things which could be helpful
in achieving liberation.
As long as the Masters are alive
and present in this world Their
teachings are well understood and
well followed by Their disciples.
People live up to Their teachings
and they take advantage of and benefit from the teachings of the Master. But after They leave the body,
Their followers themselves start
twisting the teachings of the Masters for their own interests. They
even write commentaries on the
teachings of the Masters [to suit
themselves]. You know that a person who [can see] has seen the elephant with his own eyes. But if a
blind person (who has not seen the
elephant) describes it in his own
way, do you think that the person
who has seen the elephant with his
own eyes will be convinced by him?
The Masters have seen God Almighty with Their own eyes and
They sing His praise only after seeing Him. But we the worldly, religious people sing the praises of God
even though we have not seen Him.
It is like we sing the songs of other
SANT BANI

people's weddings even though we
have never gotten married ourselves. So without living up to the
teachings of the Master and without
seeing God with our own eyes, we
the worldly people give the religious shape to the teachings of the
perfect Masters.
0 friend, give up the taste-

less poison of this forest
and drink the supreme
Nectar of Naam.
Guru Arjan Dev Ji Maharaj takes a
picture of the world and He shows
that picture to us. He says that this
whole world is like a very big forest
of pleasures and passions, and everyone is lost in this jungle. Only
for the sake of momentary happiness or comforts we people taste
the poison of this forest for the rest
of our lives.
Saint Ravidas says, "The deer,
the bee, an insect called bhring, and
the elephant all have only one shortcoming in them and it costs them
their lives. What then is the condition of the human being who has
these five lackings or five shortcomings in him?"
The elephant has one weakness
and that is lust. The people who
catch the elephants make a female
elephant out of paper and they put
it on the ground, under which they
have dug a hole. Seeing that female
elephant, the elephant cannot control his lust. He comes to catch that
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female elephant and as a result he
falls down into that hole.
Lust is such a thing that a person
who is unchaste becomes shameless. When the wave of lust comes
he does not even remain aware of a
person who is standing right next to
him. Kabir Sahib says, "An unchaste
person cannot do the devotion of
God," because a soul who is supposed to go upward while doing the
devotion of God and go to the Real
Home falls down as a result of lust.
They keep that elephant in the
hole for many days without giving
him anything to eat, and when he
becomes very weak and feeble, then
those elephant catchers take him out.
Then tying him to an anchor in the
ground they teach him. Just think
why the elephant was in that condition - only because of lust. The
elephant is a very mighty animal,
but only because of lust he is captured by the men, and they make
him carry their burdens. Only for a
momentary happiness he becomes
the slave of man.
All of you might have seen the
deer, how fast and how powerful
that creature is. When it runs it runs
very fast and it bounces like a ball,
here and there. How does he get
caught? What weakness does he
have in him? He has the weakness
of hearing the music, he has the
passion of the ears. The hunters who
catch the deer know a special kind
of music, a special kind of tune,
and they go in the forest and they

play that particular music. Hearing
that music, the deer becomes s o intoxicated that he even forgets that
the hunters will catch him. He becomes so intoxicated by the music
that he comes straight to the hunters
who are playing that particular music and he puts his head on their
drum.
Because of the passion of hearing, the deer had to die and he was
cut into pieces and cooked for the
people's pleasure.
We have seen the crocodile how powerful that creature is. Man
is nothing in front of it. He has the
passion of taste. Those who capture
crocodiles lower a hook on which
they have put some meat and flesh
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and he cannot control himself, and
as a result he is caught. S o just because of the pleasure of the tongue
he also loses his life, he also is cut
into pieces and then he is cooked.
A moth has the passion of seeing. It does not matter if the light is
burning near or far - he goes there
and he burns himself in that light.
Guru Arjan Dev Ji Majaraj says,
"There are five dacoits: lust, anger,
greed, attachment, and egoism. Our
soul is all alone, and we are sleeping in our house. S o these five dacoits have come into our house and
they are plundering our house. Neither our mother can save us from
them. nor our father, nor anyone
from our family. Not even the readSANT BANI

ing we have done, not even the society or religion in which we live
can save us from them."
Further, He says, "These evils
can be controlled only after going
in the company of the Saints." And
also, only those people who after
going in the company of the Saints
repent and those who promise that
they will never taste these poisons
again - only they can be saved
from these evils. Because Masters
shower Their grace and They put
Their attention only on that disciple
who is willing to give up all these
evils, and only he gets the grace
from Them. Master Sawan Singh Ji
used to say that a teacher puts all
his attention only on that child who
is studying wholeheartedly.
Saint Ravidas says, "The deer,
the elephant, the crocodile, the moth
- they all have one or the other
weakness. So what is the condition
of, or what hope is there for, the
human being who has all these five
weaknesses?"
So here He lovingly says that
this is a matter of doing the meditation, it is a matter of practicing. We
can do the meditation, we can practice this Path, only if we will have
more faith in the Master, because
only then can we go within and
progress more.
Tulsi Sahib lovingly says, "As
long as there is the mind of lust,
anger, greed, attachment, and egoism within you, it doesn't matter
whether one is learned or foolish -
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both of them are alike."
So Guru Arjan Dev Ji Maharaj
lovingly says that this world is like
a forest of passions. Run away from
it as soon as possible. Where should
you go after running away from this
forest of passions? You should go
to the place which you were shown
at the time of Initiation. At that time
Masters tell you where you have to
go -to the Eye Center. You should
go there because this is the Fort of
the Master. You should hide yourself in the Fort of the Master and
only then will you be saved from
the passions.
Contentment, patience, discrimination, renunciation, and continence are the walls of that Fort.

All are drowned because of
not being able to taste it.
The jiva does not become
happy.
Now He says that we can have only
one taste at a time. Either you have
the taste of the Naam, or you taste
the pleasures. Many people came
into this world, and they left without tasting that taste of the Naam.
The sickness is within you and the
medicine is also within you. It is up
to you to decide what you want to
have.
So Guru Arjan Dev Ji Maharaj
says that without the Naam, that
source of happiness on which we
have turned our back, no one has

ever achieved peace and happiness.

You have no honor, no importance, no power.
So become the slave of the
Saints.
What does Guru Arjan Dev Ji Maharaj say here? He asks, "What are you
proud of? Are you proud of your
wealth? Give up the pride of position,
give up the pride of wealth, because
these are not going to go with us,
they are not going to help us. Giving
up the pride of your position and all
your wealth, go to the Masters and
become Their slaves."

Nanak says, Only those who
are made by the Lord as
His very own are the glorified Ones.
The things which I mentioned earlier are the only things which keep us
away from God Almighty. Right now
we have turned our back towards
the Naam, but when we give up all
those things and turn our face towards the Naam, then God Almighty
accepts us. He gives us His glory,
He makes us His very own.
Such Masters become the real
People of the Lord. They become
the Beloveds of God. And They
know for sure that everything is done
by God Almighty; not even a leaf
turns over without the Will of God.
Whether there is pain or happiness
- anything which happens, it all

happens in the Will of God.
The ninth Guru, Guru Teg Bahadur says, "They do not give importance to praise or criticism. For Them
both gold and dust are alike. They
do not give any preference to praise
or criticism. Such a Master who has
these qualities in Him becomes the
Form of God, because God speaks
through that Mahatma."

0 friend, Maya is like the
illusionary city, the
deer's craze (mirage),
and the passing shade of
the tree.
Now He gives another example. He
says that this whole world is a false
city, a false land. Whatever we see
here is illusion. Like sometimes in
the sky you see certain things which
are not real, and also in the summer
you see mirages. The deer sees the
mirage and thinks that it is water.
He runs to that mirage, but the further he runs the further away is that
mirage. And searching for water that
deer keeps on running and finally
he dies, because there is no water; it
is only an illusion. In the same way,
the Maya of this world is nothing
but illusion.
0 friend, Maya is very swift
and she doesn't come
along with us.
In the end she leaves us.

Guru Arjan Dev Ji Maharaj tells us
SANT BANI

the reality. He says that neither this
world is going to go with us, nor are
the materials of this world going to
go with us, nor are the pleasures of
the organs of senses going to go
with us. By using all these things,
the karmas which we have done,
good or bad, are the only things
which will go with us.
Indulgence in the pleasures
and joys of the flesh
brings no peace.
Nanak says, 0 friends,
blessed are those Sadhus
Who meditate upon the
Naam of the Lord.

Now He says that up until now no
one has gotten any real peace from
these worldly pleasures, and no one
will get it in the future. Blessed are
those Saints Who after getting the
human body devote themselves to
the devotion of the Lord.
O my fortunate friends, go
and dwell with the Saints.
There is no pain, nor any
hunger and no disease
prevails over there.
Go and attach yourselves to
the Lotus Feet.

Which souls are the most blessed
ones, which are the most fortunate
ones? Those who go to the Masters.
Because the Masters take the souls
to that place where there is no disease, where there is no unhappi-

ness, where there is no birth. no
pain of death. It is the place of complete peace and happiness. Master
Sawan Singh Ji used to say that if
we cannot do anything else, at least
have love for the Master. Because
whom will you remember at the time
of death? You will remember only
those whom you love, and if you
have developed your love for the
Master, at the time of death you will
remember Him and He will come to
take your soul up. And where does
He take you? He will take you to
the place from where He has come.
He will take you to the Feet of the
Beloved Lord.
Kabir Sahib says, "Over there
there are no pains, there is no hunger. Over there we do not get the
body of diseases and pains. Only
He Who is my friend knows about
my country."
Saint Ravidas also says, "That
place is called 'the city where they
have no unhappiness.' There. no
misery or unhappiness exists." Some
Masters call that place Sach Khand.
Over there there is neither
birth nor death, neither
coming nor going.
One gets the refuge at the
Immovable One's Feet.
Over there there is neither
separation from the Beloved, nor attachment.
Nanak says, One meditates
only upon the One Lord.
SANT BANI

He says that over there there is no
birth, no death - no pain of taking
birth, no pain of dying. Over there
there is no pain of separation, there
is no uniting. Over there the soul
has only the love to enjoy with.
0 my Dear One, by His
gracious eyes He has
pierced through my mind,
and I am easily imbued
with His love.

Guru Arjan Dev Ji Maharaj says, "I
do not say anything from hearsay.
Whatever I have seen with my own
eyes, I am telling you only that. I
am telling you how the soul unites
with the Oversoul, with Almighty
God, and how the soul becomes
one with Him." The soul gets the
place near the bed of Almighty God;
she gets the place right next to Almighty God. And just like the drop
becomes one with the ocean after
meeting the ocean, in the same way
the soul also becomes one with Him.
It is like the sugar is in the patasa
and the patasa is made of sugar,
and when both of them are dissolved
in water, they do not maintain their
different identities. They become
one and the same thing. So the soul
also, after reaching there, becomes
One and she also becomes the form
of love, as God Almighty.

By meeting with the Beloved
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on His bed, one sings
the Song of Bliss.
0 my friend, the soul mingles in the Beloved and
all her desires are fulfilled.
Now He says that when the soul
reaches the bed of Almighty God,
the place of her Beloved, then everybody becomes happy there and
she becomes very happy, the intoxicated one. The souls who have already reached there also sing the
songs of joy. Everyone is very happy and loving there.

Nanak says, The Wonderful
Lord meets with the wonderful soul, but no one
says anything.
So Guru Arjan Dev Ji Maharaj lovingly explained to us that this world
is like a forest of pleasures and passions, and this world which we see
is like the mirage of the deer. It is
all an illusion. He also told us how
we have to go to the Masters, and
He told us how our soul, which is a
drop of that vast Ocean, becomes
one with the Almighty Lord.
Kabir Sahib also says the same
thing: "When some salt went down
to the ocean to find out about its
origin, it got dissolved in the water.
How could it come back and tell
others what its origin was?"

On Selfless Service
Sant Kirpal Singh Ji

T

I would expect of
you: love one another. Think
no evil, say no evil, see no evil and
hear no evil. If you do that, what
will be the result? Thinking no evil,
speaking no evil, seeing no evil and
hearing no evil can only be done if
you have love. If you start to think
that way, you will develop love
within you. It is all given in one
word: "Love and all things shall be
added unto you."
It is said that St. John went to a
school and gave a lecture. First he
said, "Boys, love one another," and
he sat down. He was asked, "Have
you anything further to say?" He
said, "Yes, love one another" Again
he sat down. And for the third time
he was asked: "Anything further?"
and he said, "Love one another,"
and sat down. "Have you nothing
to say?" they asked him. "Love and
all things shall be added unto you,"
he said.
Love always beautifies everyHIS IS ALL

This talk was given on January 27,
1964. This is the second half of a
talk originally printed in two parts;
the first part "Marriage: Inner and
Outer" was reprinted in the July
1979, Sant Bani Magazine.
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thing. Even if you see a sin in somebody, tell him privately. Reconcile
it before you go to sleep. That is
the best way. Otherwise. that thorn
will be rankling within your mind.
and it will grow more and more and
more; just as, when you put a seed
of pepper in the ground, it can bring
forth hundreds of peppers. If you
have good will and good thoughts,
good will is like a mango that is
put underground and grows hundreds of mangoes. So it is the law
of nature: whatever thought you
have within your mind will attract
all similar thoughts from all the atmosphere. If you have one evil
thought, all evil thoughts will develop in you. This is one thing. We
must follow it. If we do not follow
it, the spiritual diaries are meant to
help us change. Man can change.
after all. We must change And this
will also help you to progress in
your meditation. With God's grace.
you got something to start with; but
there is some flaw somewhere,
which does not permit us to
progress further from day to day.
We should weed the flaws out. one
by one. If there is no progress. look
within yourself; do not look to others. but within yourself. You will
SANT BANI

find, if you do, rest, peace and joy.
If anybody has done anything which
is not up to the mark, tell him privately, in a friendly, loving way.
He will come up. If you broadcast
it and tell one person, he will carry
tales to another, the second will tell
a third, and so on. Each man has
his own friend; and it goes around
like wildfire.
What is the result? There is discord and disunion. First it affects
us, and then anyone who hears it is
poisoned.This is what is required
of us, if we want to progress.
Physically I am now amongst
you after eight years. Know that the
God Power does not leave: It always radiates, even from thousands
of miles, whenever you sit in His
remembrance; it is not the physical
body, but the God Power or Christ
Power. It helps all along; it extends
all feasible help and protection. But
still, the physical presence of the
Master cannot be underrated: it
gives you something directly: radiation, intoxication, clarity: you understand things better. You have
been having that opportunity, to the
best I know how. with the grace of
God and my Master. And I wish
you to live up to what I know, to
what I told you. I will be very glad
to hear that you are all going on
very amicably, very friendly, helping each other, dying for the same
cause of God, all together. That
cause of God is one for all humanity, not only for one religion or anFebruary 2001

other: it is no reserved right of any
religion. Spirituality is the birthright
of every man. We should attain it
while remaining in any religion.
Spirituality is just knowing oneself
by analysis and then knowing God:
knowing, then seeing, then becoming. That is why you will find in
scriptures: be still - physically and
intellectually - and know that you
are God's.
We are already divine in nature;
we are not to put in something from
outside. By simply withdrawing our
attention from outside to within our
own selves, we will find that we
are the same divine nature. Blessed
are they who attain this ideal in the
life of a man, and blessed is the
school of thought from which many
souls struggle to achieve it.
With God's grace, you have been
put on the way; you have also had
some inner experience to start with.
There is nothing to be disheartened
about. You should now put in regular time for meditation, and God
will help you: be rest assured. If
you remain in contact, by sending
in your diaries regularly, it is done
only to bring out two facts: one, to
show you where you stand; and two,
for further guidance. That will go
to make you regular in your meditations and progress from day to
day.
Master, I would appreciate it if you
would explain about the diary, how
we should use the slots allotted to

selfless service. Some of the initiates
thought perhaps they should mark
when they err and have not followed
through with selfless service, and
some thought they should mark
when they have followed through
with selfless service. *
I tell you, selfless service means to
have love for all. If your children
are eating and other children in the
neighborhood are dying of hunger,
share with them. Share with those
who are naked, those who are hungry, those who are thirsty, those
who are needy. If you help others,
naturally you will be helped. Help
somebody with no compensation,
with no consideration of whether
you will have anything in return
from them. Only give to the God in
them. This means that the self expands: first, from yourself to the
family; then, from the family to the
class to which you belong; then,
from the class to the religion; then,
that self expands further to the
country; and you become a patriot.
In all of this, your self does expand; but there is also a danger. If
your whole love expands to your
*See the circular letter, "On Keeping the
Diary," (printed in The Way of the Saints,
p. 369), for a full explanation of this
question. In this circular, Master advised
that what is recorded in the Selfless Service column, No. 6, "should be looked
upon as a failure to observe the virtue of
Selfless Service towards others physically and financially."

family, then two families fight.
Each one is fighting for his own
family: the self has congealed in
two different families. If your love
expands as far as love for your class
in society or your religion, you will
love the men of your religion and
hate others: there are religious wars,
in which thousands of people die.
If your love is just for your country
and each man has love only for his
own country. then. two great wars
in which millions of people were
killed, have shown what this causes. So our love should expand for
the sake of God in all men. "Peace
be unto all the world over." This is
what is meant by selfless service:
our selves should expand. Perhaps
this point is clear now, is it not?

One thing further when would we
mark it in our diary?
There is no need; that is only for
your information. I told you that
each man should learn to help others, to share with others. Otherwise,
what is the difference between a
man and an animal? Animals also
care for their children; they fight
for their children. If you touch the
child of any animal, it will take
away your eyes. If you do that, in
what lies the superiority within you
as a man? The superiority of man
lies in the fact that he helps his own
self and others, too: not only men,
but even all other creatures, as well.
If you learn to live for others. you
SANT BANI

are, truly speaking a man. Stand on
your own legs, first. Don't be a burden on others. Then, share with others; the more you can give out for
His sake, the more you will advance.
That column is only for your information. From day to day, your
self must expand. If you see anything and you are not caring and
enjoying yourself, this does not
mean selfless service. There is no
need for someone to come and appeal to you that this or that man
needs you. If you see it, come by
and help him. It does not matter if
others see it or not. God is seeing
you. This is to be developed, side
by side. If you don't care for the
hungry gods moving on earth, how
can you have love for God? He is
not in the heavens; he is everywhere, residing in every heart.
It is spoken of one bhakta, a lover of God, that he prayed to God,
"Will you, 0 God, come to my
house?" "All right," He promised,
"I will come today - be ready."
So he made great arrangements: he
set beds of flowers; cleaned his
house; cleared away all filth; made
his place very neat and clean; and
then, he waited at the door outside.
From morn till night he was sitting
there; and nobody came. God did
not come. Perhaps he was expecting God to come wearing a very
precious robe, with great pomp and
show. It so happened that one old
man passed by on the road and
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asked him, "Oh, dear friend, I am
hungry. Will you give me a loaf of
bread?" He did not care for him. At
night, when he prayed again, he
said, "0 God, you promised you
would come to me, but you never
turned up." "Oh, I did come, but
you did not care for me. I was in
the form of that old man."
In everyone, He is. If we have
developed in that way, then serve
all: you are nearer to God; God is
within you. Lord Krishna said,
"Who is dear to me? The one who
sees me in all and all in me; he is
the dearest to me." All Masters say
that. This is what is meant by selfless service. It helps a good deal in
your progress on the spiritual way.
That, plus self-introspection - the
weeding out of all imperfections both go to give you very great
progress within on your spiritual
way.

Master, may I ask a question? There
was an instance near where I lived
when a beggar asked a woman for
something to eat. I observed that.
She said, "Wait a minute, and I'll
give it to you outside." She prepared a nice butter and honey on
white bread sandwich and gave it
to him. What do you think he did?
He said, "Thank you," and after
going away, he turned around and
threw it in the bushes! [laughter]
Don't laugh. There is no question
of laughter. It is a serious matter.

Those who think they are needy,
help them. If you don't think of any
recompense - of any compensation - God compensates you.
Whenever you go to help someone,
you are compensated then and there.
Your self expands: you feel a sort
of joy by doing selfless service.
Naturally it is paid then and there,
when you feel like that.

Master, many times people have
approached me on the street, and
they've begged for money; but before giving them anything, I'm always trying to have guidance to find
out whether God indeed wants me
to give to that man or not, because
I know that many of them might use
whatever they receive in the wrong
way. You may give them money for
food, and they may use it for liquor, for example.
That's right. Sometimes you will
find that some beggars have
amassed hundreds and thousands of
dollars in their accounts by begging.
[laughter] Yes, yes, I'm not exaggerating - I have found it that way.
They are begging from morn to
night; and when they die they have
thousands of dollars in their credit.
And sometimes. at the back of it,
they are not married not to one, but
to two or three wives at the same
time. That is why you cannot differentiate; but really, they go by
nearly every day, so that you will
know some of them, if not every

one. For that reason, Masters have
laid down: give it to Master: He
won't keep it for Himself. He will
distribute it to the needy; He knows
where it is needed or not. That is
one reason. What does a Master do
here to live? A Master is one who
lives on His own pay and earnings
and not on the earnings or donations of others. That is the first criterion of a Master, given by all Masters. The second criterion is that He
has no pomp and show. He does
not want or accept any outside
pomp and show to display how
great He is. He doesn't let people
put garlands over His head and say.
"Glorify Master." He says, "I'm a
man like you." You'll find that. He
sees where the need is and where it
is not. Where there is a need. we
don't give to it; where there is no
need, we simply give to it to certain places where there are already
thousands and millions of dollars.
Mind that, there are more true
beggars in the average class than in
the begging class. You will find
there are more. They cannot go on.
but out of their self-respect. they
would rather die hungry, than dare
ask for help. A little care should be
taken. But don't hate. Of course, if
you hurt and reject and hate everybody, you will not be giving where
there is need. Some people do need
help.
For that reason. Master sometimes says, "All right. give it to
Master." He'll give it where it is
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most needed. Nowadays, Masters
say. it has become a business. The
pity is that people cannot differentiate. If you find these two things,
especially - that a man lives on
his own earnings and does not require any pomp and show - I think
he is near to God: go and ask, and
he'll give you anything. Now, go
around, and you'll find how many
are living on their earnings. The
ministers and others in all churches
of all religions are paid. They are
earning money with that: they will
act and pose.
Generally. I tell you. that's what
they do in all religions. So. one who
stands on his own legs and shares
with others is the one to really have
the company of and learn many
things from. Selfless service means
just that: it requires no compensation.

Another thing I'd like to ask, Master, is regarding the Shabd. If we
are absorbed into the Shabd in meditation, isn't that a criterion that
our sins will be eradicated through

the Shabd?
When you come in contact with the
Shabd, the Sound Current. the Word
in you, you become selfless. When
you become selfless, all sins are
burned away. The Masters do not
touch these reactions which are in
fruit, called pralabdh: otherwise. a
man would lie dead at the moment
of initiation. Further, he lays down
a conduct of life that is not to be
transcended and gives the initiate a
contact within, to be developed dayto-day. By developing it, he becomes a conscious co-worker. The
more he comes in contact with the
Light and Sound Principle within.
the more he will become a conscious co-worker. When he becomes a conscious co-worker. he
sees that he is not the doer: it is
God who is the doer. And all those
actions which have not borne fruit
naturally become fruitless. They
cannot bear forth fruit: just as any
seeds, which. if once roasted in the
oven, won't grow if they are put in
the ground. It is something like that.

There is no need for someone t o come and appeal t o you
that this or that man needs you. If you see it, help him. It
does not matter if others see it or not. God is seeing you. . . .
If you don't care for the h u n g y gods moving on earth, how
can you have love for God? He is not in the heavens; he is
everywhere, residing in evey heart.
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He Answers the True Calls
Sant Ajaib Singh Ji

F

ALUTATIONS unto the Feet of
Supreme Fathers, Lords Almighty Sawan and Kirpal, Who, having mercy on the poor souls, have
given the gift of Their devotion and
also the opportunities to do Their devotion.
When the child is sleeping. the
mother is lost in her work; she is doing her work. But when the child
wakes up and calls for the mother,
she leaves everything that she is doing. Even if she is doing a very important work, it does not matter; she
leaves all that behind, comes to the
child, picks him up and embraces him.
She has love because of her attachment to the child, and when she hears
that the child needs her she gives up
all the important work that she is doing.
In the same way, when we call for Lord
Almighty Kirpal. He also cannot resist. He also
comes and loves us and embraces us. Kirpal
means "the Gracious One." Our beloved Lord
Almighty Kirpal came in the human form. In
the human form also He showered so much
grace on us. S o whenever we call for Him.
whenever any soul is yearning for Him, that
gracious Kirpal comes down - He comes to
us, He picks us up, He embraces us, and He
gives us all His love.
Dear Ones, in the bhajan you sing: "When
He heard the call of Ajaib. it pierced through

Mortzit~g,
March 20, 1996
S.K.A. Retreat

His heart." [Ajaib Kirpal Nu Yad Karda]
Giving up the throne of Sach Khand. finally Lord Kirpal came to him. Dear Ones.
there should be no adulteration of the
worldly things in our call. He always listens to and answers the true calls. Ever
since our soul has been separated from
God Almighty Kirpal. our soul has been
crying. But we do not hear her crying.
because in front of us our mind is standing like a wall.
So all of you start doing your Simran.
closing your eyes.

Dear Ones,
there should be
no adulteration
of the worldly
things i n our
call. He always
listens t o and
answers the
true calls.

Morning,
March 21, 1996

alutations unto the Feet of Supreme Fathers. Almighty Lords Sawan and Kirpal.
Who, having mercy on the poor souls. have given the gift of Their devotion and also the opportunities to do Their devotion.
[The bhajan we heard] was a bhajan full of
the pain of separation and yearning. May we also
have the same yearning and the same pain of
separation in our heart. just as Master Kirpal had
for His Master.
All of you start your Simran. closing your
eyes.

*
Afternoon
March 21. 1996

*

*

F

alutations unto the Feet of Supreme Fathers.
Almighty Lords Sawan and Kirpal, Who.
having mercy on the poor souls. have given the
gift of Their devotion and also the opportunities
to do Their devotion.
Showering a lot of His grace, He has colored
us with the color of the Naam. Now it is the
responsibility of the disciple that every day he
should do the Simran and keep this body clean
and pure. not letting the colors of the world pollute this body. The disciple should do the SimSANT BANI

ran every day so that the dirt of this world may [be cleaned] out from
within the body, the mirror of the soul may become cleas, and only the
love for the Master may remain within him.
All of you start your Sirnran, closing your eyes.

F

alutat~onsunto the Feet of Supreme Fathers. Almighty Lord5 Sawan
and Kirpal. Who having mercy on the poor souls, gave the gift of
Their devotion and also the opportunitie\ to do Their decotion.
I have often said that the devotion o f God Almighty is the hest th~ng:i t
is the most precious wealth. It removes lust. anger. greed. attachment, and
egoism. It gives true happines4 and true respect and honor. But we cannot
grow this devotion in the fields, nor can we steal it. nor can we set it from
any other place. Only utith the grace of the Beloveds of God Almighty,
only with the grace of the Masters, can we obtain this p r e c i o ~ ~weal111
s
of
the devotion.
Just as the mother loves her children, in the same way God Almighty
loves His devotees. Paltu Sahlb said. "In the Courl of God Almighty. only
love and devotion are counted." Only love and devotion are counted
because God Almighty is plea4ed only with devotion. Just as. showering
His limitless grace upon us. Almighty Lord Kirpal has given us this
precious wealth of devotion. i t is our responsibility. it is our duty, to
follow the Path which He has shown to us with much love and affection.
All of you close your eyes and start your Simran.
Mor-tlirz,q, Mulclt 22, 1996

p

alutations unto the Feet of Supreme Fa-

Aftt~ri~ootz

Murch 22, 1996
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thers. Almighty Lords Sawan and Kirpal,
Who having mercy on the poor souls, have
given us the gift of Their devotion and also the
opportunities to d o Their devotion.
In America there is a saying that we do not
know the taste of the tree unless we eat the
fruit of that tree. In the same way, we cannot
know the glory and
importance of the
Master unless we
obey His commandI ments.
Dear Ones, you
would have read the
new bhajan which
appears on the calendar of this new
year, in which it is
said, "He Himself is
the Boat; He Himself is the Ferryman; He Himself is
filling the boats with the souls and He Himself
is taking then1 across." Who is He? He is God
Almighty Kirpal, Who is liberating us. So just
as He has showered His grace upon us. we
should also do our work and meditate.
In that bhajan it is also said that everyone
saw Him, but each had his own way of looking
at Him; each had his own point of view. Guru
Arjan Dev Ji Maharaj said that everyone sees
the Master when He comes into this world as
having the human form. What happens by looking at the Master, by seeing the Master'? Those
who do not have [he Naam Initiation, they make
their good karma by seeing the Master. But as
far as receiiring liberation is concerned, that
can be had only by those dear ones who dwell
on the Shabd of the Master within their heart.
SANT BANI
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alutations unto the Feet of Supreme Fa-

thers, Almighty Lords Sawan and Kirpal.
Who, having mercy on this poor soul, showered Their grace. gave the gift of Their devotion and allowed the opportunities to d o Their
devotion.
These are the holy words of Beloved Lord
Kirpal: *'We get the blessings of the Master as
we wish." The dear ones were singing the bhajan that says: "We wish to see the Master and
meet with Lord Kirpal. May our wish be fulfilled." We should always have this wish of
meeting with Beloved Lord Kirpal. We should
always keep our heart pure. W e should always
keep the bed of our heart prepared so that He
may come and dwell within us. As God Almighty Kirpal said, "We get His blessings if
we wish for them." S o we should always wish
for Him.
All of you start your Simran, closing your
eyes.

p

alutations unto the Feet of Supreme Fa-

thers, Almighty Lords Sawan and Kirpal,
Who have had mercy on this poor soul, Who
gave the gift of Their devotion and the opportunities to do Their devotion.
Dear Ones, God Kirpal generously and graciously gave us the opportunity of doing His
devotion for this last week. I am very happy to
sit with all of you and meditate with all of
you. I get a lot of intoxication by sitting with
all of you. Through the darshan of the NIaster,
by spending time in the company of the Master. by talking about the Master, we are never
content. In fact, the hunger and the thirst for
having more darshan of the Master is created
within us.
This shabd is very precious; it is a very

1
~Llomi~z:
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good bhajan. The soul sings this bhajan when
she vacates the nine openings of the body and
when she [reaches] the Eye Center, after withdrawing from the body. Our spiritual journey
has four parts: Pird (the physical body), A d ,
Brtihrnurd, and Such KIlund. S o when our soul
withdraws from the physical body, and when
she gives up the Piricl and reaches the And [the
astral plane], over there she talks to her Beloved.
You know that in the very beginning when
the husband and wife are married, the wife is
not very familiar with her husband; she doesn't
know her husband that well. As time passes
and she knows more about her husband, she
becomes more familiar with her husband and
then she talks to him in a friendlier way. Sometimes she even makes jokes; they have good
times. funny times. They talk about many things
very openly. In the same way, after withdrawing from the physical body, when the soul
reaches the Astral plane. she tells the Beloved
Master, "0 Beloved Lord, as You
have left Your home in Sach
Khand and come into the physical
plane, in the same way I have also
come to this place. And now You
should know that You are very precious to me. I have left my body,
which is also very precious. My
life is very precious. but without
Your darshan i t is useless." Very
openly she says, "Come and give
me Your darshan and make me
Your wife." After reaching that
place, the soul makes that place
her home. Every day she reaches
there and she makes this request,
this prayer, in front of her Beloved
Lord.
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When the Master sees that the soul has
reached there, He also does not resist. He comes
down and embraces that soul. The soul feels
coolness in her heart, and then she says, "I feel
coolness in my heart; You have protected me."
These are just the words through which she
describes her union with the Beloved - that
she has felt the coolness in her heart and she
has felt His protection. In reality, the feelings
which the soul feels on uniting with or in meeting with the Beloved cannot be described in
words. It is something worth experiencing for
yourself.
You may laugh hearing this, but today I
saw Michael and Sally taking walks along the
wall. And I saw that Michael was walking fast
and Sally was barely keeping up with him, and
sometimes she had to run to catch up with him.
This is what happens over there also, because
the speed of the Shabd is faster and the soul
follows the Shabd at a slower speed. Over there
the soul does not have any duty; it is the duty
of the Shabd, it is the duty of the Husband, to
make sure that the wife is following him.
Dear Ones, may we also reach that place
and may we also get that condition, attain that
status. Beloved Master always used to say,
"What one man has done, another man can
also do."
Dear Ones, you have already seen a lot in
this world; you have already enjoyed a lot in
the world. Now you should make your lives
pure. Because if your lives become pure, only
then will your thoughts become pure. And when
your thoughts are pure, only then can your mind
become pure. And when the mind is pure, only
then does the soul become pure, and then she
goes within.
So all of you please close your eyes and
start doing your Simran.
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In reality, the

Afternoon
March 23, 1996

Connect Yourself with the Meditation
Sant Ajaib Singh Ji
Sant Ji, i f a man perfects his Simran, will he become perfectly humble? And if he perfects his Simran
and has fhat perfect humility, is
there ever any danger that that soul
will fall on the inner planes?

You should try to earn your livelihood by doing Simran there in your
[own] country. Because we sell only
cotton; the other things which we
grow are for our own use. [nzuch
laughter]

o, THERE IS NO possibility of
his soul falling down. Because by doing Simran we cross the
stars and moons and get to the Radiant Form. and once we reach the
Radiant Form of the Master, that
Radiant Form always guides us and
we always feel His presence. That's
why there is no danger of falling
down.

In our country there is a custom of
sharing food as a way of showing
affection, love, etc. So with what
the Master said yesterday, I have
been worried because this presents
certain problems, including with my
family. I would like to know i f the
Master would explain a little bit
more, because I have not understood very well.

In one of the Sant Bani magazines
Sant Ji talks about the value of food
grown with Sirnran, and He said
that the food that was grown here
at the Ashram is probably the best
food in the world, and I wondered
i f any of the crops here, like wheat,
sugar, or dal [lentils], were grown
for sale, and if they were, could we
purchase some to take home?

Yesterday also I made this thing
very clear, that when we are living
in the family we have to live according to the customs and according to the limits of the family. We
cannot impose or we cannot apply
the teachings or the principles of
Sant Mat very forcibly. You cannot
prevent your family members from
touching your plate, or from eating
your food, because you have to live
in the family and you have to do
whatever you are doing.
Masters never teach us to hate
other people. The question asked

This talk was given during a walk
with Sant Ji, December 2, 1978, at
Village 77 RB, Rajasthan, India.
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yesterday about food was mainly
concerned with the meditation of
the dear one who asked that question. You see, when we are doing
meditation and after that if we are
going to parties and other worldly
places where many types of foods
are served, there are many foods
there which are not beneficial for
satsangis to eat.
In Ganganagar some people
hosted a tea party for Master and
we all went there. In that party
whatever things Master wanted to
eat or drink, He took that and He
didn't give food from His [plate] to
others, and moreover He did not accept anybody else's food. There
were many people there who ate
their food by themselves just from
their own plate, and there were
many others who ate from each other's plates. Those who were eating
by themselves, they also had love
for other people, and those who
were sharing food from each other's plates also had love for each
other. Even though Master ate His
food separately, still He didn't impose His idea or principle on other
people, that they should also eat like
Him. How you eat your food depends on the situation as well as on
the person.
In the Sikh religion, if anyone
wants to become a Sikh he is made
to drink the amrit or the nectar.
How do they make the amrit? They
take some water and put some
patasa, a type of sweet, in it. And
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after passing the holy sword through
[stirring] that water, they read five
different banis from the Holy Book
[to bless] that water and make it as
nectar. Then that person is made to
drink that so-called nectar, and afterwards he is told that he should
not eat the contaminated [leftover]
food of others, and moreover, he
shouldn't allow anybody else to
touch his food. When such a person comes back to his home, according to the teachings which he
has been taught, he doesn't allow
his children or even his wife or other relatives to touch his plate, and
that causes disharmony in the family. But Masters don't want you to
cause disharmony in the family.
That's why They never impose
Their own principles on you. How
you understand [apply] this teaching all depends on the situation and
the people.
Guru Nanak Sahib says, "0 Nanak, when you turn your face towards
the nehgura" - nehgura is the one
who doesn't have a Master - "only
then you become contaminated." He
says that when we forget the remembrance of God and when, instead of doing the Simran of God,
we look at the worldly people, those
who don't have the knowledge of
the Master, only then our attention,
our within, becomes contaminated.
Master, even though I am a very
bad meditator, the poems that I
wrote to You that I read the other
27

night were made with my heart. I
am now continually singing. Even
though I don't try to do it, the melody comes to me. My small son
loves me to sing that song when I
put him to bed, and also the song
"Sant Ji." Is that all right?
It is good. Your son is a good soul
who is inspiring you to remember
your meditations and your Master.

I wanted Master to talk about Divine Will and Simran. When one
surrenders to the Divine Will, is
that the time when the initiate
sees the Master's Form? And is this
when He takes over the Sinzran and
the initiate is no longer the one
doing it?
You can give yourself up to the Divine Will only when you cross all
the planes and reach Sach Khand.
Until you reach Sach Khand you
can never say that you are in the
Divine Will - because who knows
when your mind will make you understand the things [according to the
Guru] or when the mind will make
you do things according to his will?
So as long as we are within the limits of the mind, we cannot be in the
Divine Will completely.
When you go within or when you
rise above, then you will realize that
the meditation was always happening within you, and you were just
supposed to connect yourself with
the meditation which was always

happening [within you].
Guru Arjan Dev says, "Just as
waters from different rivers come
and mix together in the ocean. in
the same way, our light gets mixed
with the Light of the Oversoul."
Now whatever meditation. whatever Bhajan or Simran, the day-today practices which we are doing
- the only purpose of doing all
those things is that we may go and
get mixed in that Shabd.
Swami Ji Maharaj says, "0 soul,
you are attached to this earth, to
this world and the worldly things.
but your Husband, your Beloved. is
residing in the Sky, in Sach Khand."
You know that when we go on
meditating, gradually the world
comes out from our within. and instead of the world, the love for God
starts manifesting within us.
Sant Ji, we've been speaking about
the responsibility that we have with
o ~ l families
r
who are not initiated.
What about the other side of the
coin - those of us who are initiated and have children? My little boy
and girl showed more love to Sant
Ji on His tour than I did, and I want
to do everything I can to fire up
their love as much as possible, and
I ' m wondering what my responsibilities are.
The children have pure love and
good love - if the parents are giving good advice to the children, only
then can the children make a good
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life. The first teachers of the children are their parents, so it is the
duty of the parents to teach them.
Farid Sahib was a Muslim Saint
Who attained the highest position,
but in the beginning His mother was
the one who filled him with the inspiration to do the devotion of God.
Once Farid's mother told him,
"Dear son, you should do the devotion of God. You should sit for meditation.'' So Farid asked, "What is
the use of doing the devotion of
God? Will God give me some
sweets or rock candy to eat if I do
His devotion?" His mother replied,
"Yes, if you do the devotion of
God and if you sit for meditation,
definitely God will give you candy
and sweet things to eat." So Farid
asked her to show him how to do
the devotion of God. Because his
mother was an initiate and she had
perfected herself in the meditation,
that's why she taught him how to
sit in meditation. Because she wanted to make him interested in meditation. she put some candy under
the prayer mat on which Farid was
sitting for his meditation. After
some time she told Farid to get up
from meditation, saying, "Get up
from meditation now because God
has left some candy for YOU." After
that, daily she would make him sit
for meditation, always leaving some
candy or sweets for him.
Farid's interest in meditation
grew and he started seeing things
within. After that. whenever his
30

mother would call him back from
meditation, at that time he would
be seeing some good things in the
within, so once he complained to
his mother: "Mother, God always
leaves the sweets for me too soon.
If He would wait some time then I
could get some more things in my
within which are more beautiful and
which seem sweeter." Because his
mother was perfect she at once
knew that now her son was seeing
things in the within. Then she gave
her own attention and a boost in
the meditation to Farid, and when
Farid realized and experienced the
Naam, he said to his mother, "Mother, no doubt sugar. honey. the milk
of the buffalo and other things
are sweet, but the sweetness of
the Naam which is in our within
is much sweeter than all the other
sweetnesses." After that, Farid became a perfect Saint and He obtained the highest status. But in the
beginning it was his mother who
taught him how to do the devotion,
and only because of the inspiration
given to him by his mother he became perfect.
Master Sawan Singh Ji used to
say that the children of the satsangis
have very much love for the Master
and the Path. and if the parents give
a little bit of their attention to them
they can gain a lot. Sometimes it
happens that the parents are still
perfecting their Simran. whereas the
children open their inner vision and
they are seeing many more things
SANT BANI

inside than their parents.
In the state of Punjab there is a
village called Bajak. There were
some satsangis of Master Kirpal living there and they had a son of nine
or ten years old. That little boy had
very much love for the Master and
he would always like to hear about
the Master, and whenever he would
see that his parents were sitting for
meditation he would always copy
them, and in that way he started
enjoying meditation. Even though
he was not initiated, still Master
showered His grace on him and he
started having the darshan of Master. He was getting so much grace
of the Master that he was becoming
very happy by having the experience of the Master; when he came
in from outside he would always
lock himself in a room and sit for
meditation. His parents were very
afraid about what was happening,
and when he would go in the room
they would ask, "Why are you going and sitting in the room?" And
if he would say, "I am doing the
devotion of God," they would not
encourage him, but instead would
say, "This is not the right age for
you to sit in meditation."
When they would go to Satsang
to have the darshan of the Master,
he would always ask his parents to
please take him also, but they never took him. They took him when
he was young, but when they realized that he was having experience
with the Master, they told him that
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they couldn't take him, because they
were afraid that if they took him to
the Master maybe he would devote
all his life in meditation. Once his
mother called him out from meditation and she forced him to tell
her about his experiences with the
Master. He didn't want to mention
anything, but when his mother pressured him very much, he said, "The
One for whose darshan you are traveling so much to get - that Blessed
One is coming to me and giving
His darshan to me daily."
After he told his mother about
his experiences he stopped having
those experiences with the Master.
When I went to that village, that
little boy came to me and he wept
very much in front of me. He said,
"My mother has spoiled my life.
Master used to give me His darshan daily, but He doesn't now, because I told my mother about my
experiences." I consoled him and
said that he shouldn't worry. I told
him, "Master is with you now also,"
and not to tell his experiences to
anybody. So it is the parents who
teach the children and who encourage and discourage the children.

*

*

*

[Pappu explains the next day's
schedule.] Tomorrow we are going
to have the monthly Satsang and
there is a change in the schedule.
We will have morning meditation
as usual from 7:00 to 8:00, but there
won't be any darshan after meditation. After meditation. instead of

having the full, regular breakfast,
you will just have tea. cookies, and
fruit, because lunch will be served
at 10:OO instead of 1:OO. From 12:OO
to 2:00 we are going to have a big
Satsang in the field opposite the
Ashram. You should be ready for
the Satsang twenty-five minutes before 12:OO and I will come and get
you. After Satsang, again you may
have tea if you want and then you
can rest until 3:OO. From 3:00 to
4:30, while Sant Ji is initiating people in His room, you should rest in
your rooms. At 4:30 you will have
your evening dinner, and again you
will have Satsang as usual at 8:OO.
For tomorrow you are requested
not to come into the courtyard of
the dining hall, but you can take
walks and you can come up to the
hut. You should be very careful
about taking care of your things,
because tomorrow there will be
many people visiting the Ashram
and not everybody is a satsangi, and
we don't know everybody who is
coming here. So be very careful in
protecting your own things. If anyone requests you to give him something or if anyone requests you to
exchange something with him, you
shouldn't do that.

*

1

1

[Sant Ji begins talking here.] Those
who want to take pictures during
the Satsang or when the food is
served to the Indian people can take
them then. And a special request is
that you should take care of your
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things and be very careful, because
India is like Colombia: there are
many thieves here. [Much laughter,
including Sant Ji.]
In America we were told about
the situation in Colombia and we
were told to take care of our things.
Some people who didn't take that
advice lost things. Although the
dear ones there worked very hard
in guarding the places, unfortunately some things were lost. So India
is similar to Colombia. When you
are traveling and visiting places,
you should be very careful because
here also there are many pickpockets. I appreciated very much the
work done by the Colombian sevadars there. They used to guard the
house and everything all the time.
and I appreciate that very much.
And here also the dear ones will do
that. But still it is your responsibility to take care of your things.
In Rajasthan there is a saying
that we don't mind if a rabbit is
making its path on this land - but
we mind if people start using that
place as a walking place. That's
why in the beginning we don't allow even a rabbit to use our land
for walking. And that's why we
don't want to give even a single
chance to any thief to come and do
his work here. Because if one thief
comes and is successful in that, then
after that he or his friends will always come and it will become a
customary thing here. We don't
want to do that, so be careful.
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